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For safety sake, observe these 4 rules

Always dress properly!

Play with a friend

Tell your parents where
you're going and when
you'll be back.

Recognize and obey signs.

Unsafe Ice
Keep Off

No 
Tresspassing



Be Aware!
Of fast moving water and slippery streambanks . 

Don’t get too close!
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Recognize and obey signs.

No 
Tresspassing

Thin Ice
Keep Off

Recognize and Obey the Signs





Always play with a friend
.. .and have fun !
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Each square in the left column fits into the picture to make it 
complete. Cut out and paste each one into the proper spot. 
What story can you tell from the picture? Share your story 
with the class.

Cut and Paste

Unsafe Ice 
Keep Off



The name of this watercourse is ______________________________
Q. Describe the characteristics of this watercourse during the Spring.
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Make a detailed sketch of a local 
watercourse during the Spring.
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SPRING WATER AWARENESS COLD WATER EXPERIMENT

Purpose: To better understand the effects of cold waters on our body

Equipment: 1 large plastic bowl

Several ice chunks and some snow from outside

1. Allow cold water to run from a tap for a few minutes so that it 
gradually gets colder.

2. Break up the ice so that it fits into the bowl. Put as much of the ice and
snow into the bowl as you can. Fill the remaining space with cold water
from the tap.

3. Observe one of your hands and record the following: how it feels, how
quickly you can move your fingers.

4. Think - how long can you hold that hand under the water and ice?
Record your estimate.

5. Place that hand in the bowl of ice water while timing yourself with a wrist
watch. When you can't hold your hand in the bowl any longer take it out
and record your observations.

Observations and Results:

Observations of hand before immersing it in the bowl of cold water:

Method:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

-

Observations of hand after having it in cold water for a period of time:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Length of time your hand was in the cold water.

Estimate:

Actual:
minutes seconds

minutes seconds

Draw your own conclusion about the effects of cold water on your entire
body.



This little girl's friend has fallen through the
ice. Help her find her way home to get help.
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